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Comic books have been around for decades – but how have they affected those who read them? Sam Howzitt/Flickr

(https://www.Yickr.com/photos/aloha75/8015843393/) (CC BY 2.0)

Who is your favourite superhero? Who would win

(http://whowouldwina]ght.com/batman-vs-superman/) in a ]ght between Batman

and Superman? What about the Avengers and the X-Men

(http://spinoff.comicbookresources.com/2014/05/18/x-men-vs-avengers-who-

really-wins/)? The interest in superheroes and comic books

(http://www.businessinsider.com.au/the-comic-book-industry-is-on-]re-2014-8) is

increasing, with the 2012 ]lm The Avengers raking in a worldwide box obce

income of over USD$1.5bn. But what makes superheroes and their villains so

popular with children and adults alike, and just how much does this idolisation

affect us? Is Iron Man an appropriate role model?

Historically speaking...

We can’t take a look at the psychological inYuence of comics and their superhero

tales without also looking at where they came from, and why they hold so much of

an impact on society.

The Glasgow Looking Glass, ]rst published in

1825, is stated to be the ]rst mass-produced

illustration. Soon to be known as the ]rst

“comic strip”, the publication focused on

current news and affairs in Glasgow, Scotland.

It wasn’t until almost a century later that the

term “superhero” was ]rst used in 1917

(http://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/superhero) and

featured heavily in the “Golden Age of Comic

Books
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(http://www.pbs.org/opb/historydetectives/feature/the-golden-age-of-comics/)”

during the 1930s. It is acknowledged that the current Modern Age of comics is

represented by a set of comparatively darker and more psychologically complex

characters, an increase in the popularity of comics and the commercialisation of

the industry.

Some argue that superheroes are integral

(https://books.google.com.au/books/about/Super_History.html?

id=fCKJAODiGWsC&hl=en) to American society. This claim comes from the

reYection of American social change in many superhero comics since 1938, also

assisting in the increased popularity and renown of comics and superheroes.

World War II prompted Marvel’s famous Hitler-punching Captain America, and

with the coming of The War on Terror following September 11, Captain America

dealt with government oversight (http://marvel.com/universe/Civil_War), akin to

current issues of government surveillance

(http://www.theguardian.com/world/surveillance) or US foreign policy. DC’s

Superman educated children about unaccounted landmines in former Yugoslavia,

and technological changes in the 21st century manifested most noticeably in the

current development of Marvel Cinematic Universe movies and TV series

(http://www.comicbookresources.com/article/unshielded-agents-of-shield-

evolves-with-the-mar).

Comics have also addressed societal issues, with the revelation in 1992 that

Marvel’s Northstar was homosexual (http://marvel.com/universe/Northstar)

reYecting changing views on homosexuality. However this has not always been

carried out in what would be called an ethical manner, with some publishers and

authors appealing to the masses, for example, by introducing Batwoman in 2006

(http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/entertainment/5030518.stm) as a “lipstick lesbian

(http://abcnews.go.com/WNT/story?id=2028464)”.

Batman and Robin... before they got gritty.. Mark

Anderson/Flickr

(https://www.Yickr.com/photos/andertoons-

cartoons/3601491848/) (CC BY 2.0)
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Psychologically speaking...

So comics and the evolution of superheroes have reYected historical trends and

addressed societal problems, but what about the narrower relationship to the

individual, rather than the wider community? Importantly, the relationship between

comics and societal factors is not unidirectional, with a strong direct impact on

individuals. 

When we read comics or try to understand

superheroes, particularly as children, we

develop our emotions, reading ability, and

morals. Just as we idolise celebrities, we

idolise superheroes. This is best mirrored by

Tony Stark

(http://marvel.com/characters/29/iron_man) –

he is a celebrity, and one who seems to bask in

the glow of his self-made fame. The comics,

however, also reveal him to be particularly fond

of drowning his insecurities and fears in

alcohol, while suffering from anxiety, panic attacks, and bouts of paranoia: effects

that are not uncommon in celebrities

(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-6494.1997.tb00956.x/abstract).

Furthermore, based on theories of social psychology, comics likely impact our

levels of aggression, prosocial behaviour, leadership ability and attitudes.

It is not an unusual sight to see a child running through the yard with a Batman or

Superman cape, battling imaginary supervillains and saving the world, one

treehouse at a time. Pretend play is an important part of a child's development

(https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/beautiful-minds/201203/the-need-

pretend-play-in-child-development)between ages two and seven and is often

greatly impacted by the concept of superheroes

(http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02568540609594568). Pretend

play helps children learn language and develop an understanding of theory of

mind (http://www.psychology.gatech.edu/psyc3031/SchlingerTOM.pdf) (that

others may have a different perspective to themselves), and allows the expression

of emotions, both negative and positive. 

Comic conventions have become extremely
popular in recent years. Andrew Kloiber/Flickr

(https://www.Yickr.com/photos/130337206@N04/16710700108/)

(CC BY 2.0)
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Children can use superheroes and villains (http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ433421) to

take various perspectives on a situation and test the consequences of actions,

while reading comics can assist with developing their emotional vocabulary.

Comics provide the exaggerated opportunity to play out moralistic and ethical

dilemmas for both children (in an effort to increase their understanding of the

world around them) and adults (to critique and analyse the status quo). In fact,

superheroes likely feed straight into boys’ tendency to create imaginary friends

(http://www.jstor.org/stable/23087260) that are supercompetent in an effort to

control or “master” the world.

In 1977 Albert Bandura developed the theory of

social learning

(http://www.esludwig.com/uploads/2/6/1/0/26105457/bandura_sociallearningthe

ory.pdf), proposing the idea that learning occurs within a social context through

observation and direct instruction. Developmental psychologists have argued

(http://echd611-

2012.wikispaces.com/]le/view/Theories_of_Developmental_Psychology,_5th_Editi

on_(1429216344).pdf) that social learning theory has applications for the way in

Wonder Woman has been a role model for
countless young women. Mark Anderson/Flickr

(https://www.Yickr.com/photos/andertoons-

cartoons/4141362234/) (CC BY 2.0)
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which children develop an understanding of morals. Most famously, Bandura

tested his theory using the Bobo Doll experiment

(http://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007/978-0-387-79061-9_379), in

which adults modelled violent behaviour towards a doll and were then punished,

rewarded or provided no consequence. Children were then observed to determine

if they would replicate this behaviour (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=zerCK0lRjp8).

It is quite common for superheroes to be presented with the option of whether to

]ght or not to ]ght – to use their moral compass, so to speak, before making big

decisions. Importantly, these moral dilemmas occur so frequently within comics

they give children the opportunity to observe how their favourite role model

problem-solves through ethically sticky (%22htt)situations

(http://bioethicsbulletin.org/archive/marvel-]lms-mirror-real-ethical-dilemmas).

Past research indicates that adolescence is the stage in which social

comparisons are most common, often based on moral values and feedback from

others. Teenagers use villains (http://europepmc.org/abstract/MED/9831871) as

avoidance role models, in that they shape their attitudes, values and behaviours in

ways they consider to be different from their personal villains. Comic villains such

as the Joker and Lex Luthor are perhaps most appreciated among fans because

they are creative, complex and arguably have better motivations than their heroic

nemeses. Batman is at times even considered insensitive

(http://www.hubngtonpost.com/2011/07/21/batman-villains-

psychoanalyzed_n_901913.html) to the mental health of his “rogues gallery”. This

may also explain the rise in popularity of anti-heroes, which are argued to be

(http://elitedaily.com/life/villains-better-love-anti-hero/) Yawed, complex and

strong, with admirable intentions.

Superheroes display prosocial behaviour, leadership and a variety of positive

attitudes – all of which have an impact on readers

(http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103104001088).

Leadership is transactional (https://books.google.com.au/books?

id=sS_iBAAAQBAJ&pg=PA318&lpg=PA318&dq=%22leaders+do+something+for+th

e+group+and+the+group+in+return+does+something+for+the+leader%22&source

=bl&ots=cLq11PAF8m&sig=6GjB1gGdLn8bfsrCVuLne5iSKlk&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0C

CAQ6AEwAGoVChMI1IH6rdH3xgIVCHmmCh2WHAjg#v=onepage&q=%22leaders%

20do%20something%20for%20the%20group%20and%20the%20group%20in%20re

turn%20does%20something%20for%20the%20leader%22&f=false) – that is,
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“leaders do something for the group and the group in return does something for

the leader” and “followers look to their leaders to mould, transform and express

who they are”. This dynamic is best shown by superheroes and their sidekicks

(think of Batman and Robin) or between superheroes and the cities they protect

(like Superman and Metropolis).

Comics and superhero stories also address several areas of study within prosocial

behaviour, such as a superhero’s unwillingness to be a bystander. Comics strongly

display the empathetic and personal costs (http://www.s-cool.co.uk/a-

level/psychology/pro-and-anti-social-behaviour/revise-it/altruism-and-bystander-

behaviour) of not helping, and as discussed above, social learning theory argues

that human social behaviour is learned from appropriate models – it is possible

that learning to help others occurs through the models of superheroes. 

There is a strong relationship between comic books and superheroes, and the ]eld

of psychology. The former have a long history of reYecting societal change: they

are often progressive and this challenges both children’s and adults’ moral

development, while the characters are so exaggerated that they give people the

opportunity to compare and contrast individual traits. They are based on us, and

we feed off their images, integrating their characteristics into our personalities,

ethics and morals.
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nice article! helped me a lot on a presentation about the inYuence of

comics on the youth society
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